
Recreation

…God’s way













RECREATION

is

good



“Six days do your work, but on the 

seventh day do not work, so that 

your ox and donkey may rest and 

the slave born in your household, 

and the alien as well, may be 

refreshed.”

-EX 23: 12



When Jesus saw the crowd around 

him, he gave orders to cross to 

the other side of the lake.

-MT 8:18





RECREATION

must be

managed



A Biblical approach 

to 

RECREATION



Recreation must be…

Beneficial



“Everything is permissible for 

me”—but not everything is 

beneficial.

-I COR 6: 12





Be happy, young man, while you 

are young, and let your heart give 

you joy in the days of your youth.

-ECCL 11: 9





Follow the ways of your heart and 

whatever your eyes see, but know 

for all these things God will bring 

you to judgment.

-ECCL 11: 9







Recreation must be…

Constructive



“Everything is permissible for 

me”—but not everything is 

constructive.  Nobody should 

seek his own good, but the good 

of others.

-I COR 10: 23-24















Recreation must be…

Disposable



“Everything is permissible for 

me”—but I will not be mastered 

by anything.

-I COR 6: 12









Recreation must be…

Consecrated



For Christ’s love compels us, 
because we are convinced that 
one died for all, and therefore all 
died.  And he died for all, that 
those who live should no longer 
live for themselves but for him 
who died for them and rose again.

-2 COR 5: 14-15











• Can I do everything in this activity in good 
conscience?

• Is this helpful for me?

• Is my participation in this activity building up my 
family?  my other associates?

• Can I walk away from this any time without 
stress?

• Is this good management of the Lord’s money?

• Is this use of my time going to enhance my 
service for him?



I urge you, brothers, in view of 

God’s mercy, to offer your bodies 

as living sacrifices…

-ROM 12: 1



So whether you eat or drink or 

whatever you do, do it all for the 

glory of God.

-I COR 10: 31


